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CAST OF CHARACTERS
(In order of their appearance)

MARY BENNET ................................................ BETTE GODLEY
ELIZABETH BENNET ........................................... SARA WOOLEY
JANE BENNET ................................................. EVELYN BURNS
KITTY BENNET ................................................ ELEANOR HOWARD
LYDIA BENNET ................................................ BETTY JAMES
MRS. BENNET .................................................. JUNE ALYCE WILMSEN
MAID. .......................................................... LISBEE RICH
CHARLOTTE LUCAS .......................................... DORIS BUNCH
MR. BENNET .................................................. WILLIAM H. HERMAN
CHARLES BINGLEY .......................................... JOSEPH BAUER
FITZWILLIAM DARCY ....................................... RUSSELL BECKER
WILLIAM COLLINS .......................................... KENNETH HARDY
CAROLINE BINGLEY ......................................... BARBARA PRICE
LADY CATHERINE DE BOURGH ............................ CONNIE SARGENT

The scene is in the morning room of the Bennet residence at Longbourn.

ACT I Late February
ACT II Scene 1 Early March
Scene 2 Three weeks later

ACT III Late July
(Intermission between Acts II and III, Martha Jeanne Exner at the piano in the lounge).
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